
 

 

 

 

Keyt’s Women l A Critique of George Keyt’s Modern Work 

The human body has enraptured artists throughout centuries, beginning from cave art to modern depictions of 

thematic significance. Recreating the human body through art still remains a fundamental reason for artists to 

continue, as it has a powerful ability to capture cultural values while representing the beauty of human nature 

even with its imperfections. The female body has been a significant aspect that artists have been captivated 

by due to its projection of an ‘ideal’ physical appearance that can fascinate audiences of art. Early 

sculptures of females such as The Venus de’ Medici dating back to 1st Century BCE sets a standard of 

immaculate female beauty through the nude depiction of the Goddess Aphrodite, and since then artists have 

been unstoppable in their pursuit of the female as a subject matter in their vocation. 

Click here for the full article 

https://artra.lk/visual-art/keyts-women 

 

 



 

Sri Lankan Design Festival 2021 l Sri Lankan Virtual Design Showcase 

This year, the Academy of Design (AOD) conceptualizes Sri Lanka Design Festival 2021, in its 
purpose and intention to promote the country’s ‘designed and made in Sri Lanka’ initiatives through a 
series of virtual fashion showcases, design exhibitions, forums and workshops that focus on product 

innovation, sustainable design, art and creative industries. The Sri Lanka Design Festival 2021 will be 
held virtually for the first-time, on the 15th, 16th and 17th of January 2021. The Festival will showcase 

to a global audience through various collaborations. Under the theme ‘impACT’, the Virtual Festival 
will showcase fashion and design initiatives that motivate the industry to act now and create a positive 

impact, whilst bringing in much-needed new exports through design driven innovation. Since its 
inception in 2009, this will mark the 10th Sri Lanka Design Festival, held at a significant time, 

celebrating fashion, architecture, tourism, and design technology bringing together all connected 
industries. The three-full day Virtual Festival will include over 40 different segments and showcase over 

50 different eminent personalities comprising designers, design led industries, craft and the SME 
sector makers, artists, young entrepreneurs, speakers, celebrities and like-minded enthusiasts. 

Read the full article 

https://artra.lk/applied-art/sri-lanka-design-festival-2021-drives-design-driven-innovations-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

                       

 

Art Services by ARTRA 

 

 

 

Art provokes stimulating conversations. Treat yourself and your guests to riveting perspectives, or 

perhaps emanate appreciation or celebration of an occasion in an inventive and meaningful way 

through gifting to your friends, family or professionals. In doing so, we will be happy to curate and 

pack editions of ARTRA Magazines in accordance to your requirement and arrange for delivery, 

locally and internationally. Contact us on +9477 570 1891 or email us on artservices@artra.lk for 

your requirements and we will be happy to assist you. 

 

Click here for more art services 

https://www.artra.lk/services 

 



Exploring the scope of architecture in preserving culture and heritage, Channa Daswatte, cover personality of 

the August edition unravels riveting insights.  

 

Click here for the full video 

https://www.facebook.com/ARTRAmag/videos/479984529455379 

 

 

 

 

 

In Conversation with Channa Daswatta     

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003641869285&__tn__=-%5dK-R


 

 

 

 

 



 

ARTRA's Emerging Artist 

 

 

 

In Vocal Transgression l Francesca Mudannayake 

The greatest musician of all times Beethovan says music is a higher revelation than all wisdom and 

philosophy. Music is a strong form of expression that provides consolation to many, charged with a unique 

therapeutic power exerting an enormous appeal on the listeners which help them survive the various difficult 

human realities. A meaningful rhythmic rendition therefore has the capacity to direct individuals from basic 

entertainment to deep enlightenment. During ARTRA's quest for young upcoming individuals with remarkable 

artistic talent through ARTRA Artist challenge, Francesca Mudannayake was recognized as an emerging 

performance artist for her strong passion and an extraordinary flair in music. Gaining popularity within local 

and international music platforms as ‘Q’, Francesca admires dynamism and innovation in music which she 

inevitably fuses into her artwork. And according to Q's belief, experimentation, exploration, continuous 

learning and consistent practice are the key factors to mastering any kind of art. 

Click here for the full article 

https://artra.lk/performance-art/in-vocal-transgression-2 

 

 

 



 

 

ARTRA's International Eye 

 

 

 

Juxtapositions of the Contrasting Traits in Design l Shanti Bell 

Fashion design and its core design principles are often utilized as social tools for advocacy and activism; the 

facilitation of sustainable and ecological methodologies through observations of the study of circularity and 

implementing initiatives to empower those practices; defying gender boundaries through redefining and 

redesigning the conventional human body and its forms. Fashion designer Shanti Bell exposes the contrast 

between strength and masculinity in delicate yet robust silhouettes, fluidity and rigidity intertwining as she 

confronts the roles placed upon the youth of men in society and the weight afflicted upon their shoulders. We 

explore the origin of this concept and the design motifs behind its creation with Shanti Bell. Her latest designs 

for Netflix’s original TV Series ‘Bridgerton’ becomes an alternate shift as she designs for the female silhouette 

while embodying the relationship between the characters and depicting their personality traits. 

 

Click here for the full article 

https://artra.lk/applied-art/juxtapositions-of-contrasting-traits-in-design 

 

 

  



 

 

ARTRA Magazine is an amalgamation of concepts galore, from nature and art to technology's influence 

on art mediums and presentation; be it for a collector or the corporate world, each edition is multifaceted in 

its perspective, exploring diverse mediums and ideologies. Curate your own collection, or gift a customized 

collection for a friend. Contact us on +94 77 570 1891 for a consultation, or drop in to our office at Level 

10, Parkland Building, Colombo 02 with prior appointments.  

View the Video on  

https://www.facebook.com/ARTRAmag/videos/2391335144476466 

Subscribe now 

https://www.artra.lk/subscribe 
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